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the sample editor now features a new
utility function called the sample
editor remote. this allows you to load
and save samples from a remote
location, which will be accessible
from nuendo 4s remote control app.
like previous nuendo versions,
nuendo 4 allows for one-to-many and
many-to-one relationships, so if you
want to link a midi controller to a
keyboard in the mixer and then use
that key to control a track in the
audio tracks, you can do that. this
isnt a new feature, but previously it
was very tricky to set up this kind of
relationship. nuendo 4 makes it very
easy, and supports both midi-cv
control and midi-control (midi note
on/off, control change) relationships.
the default relationship is set up for a
midi controller, and you can
configure it to be midi note on/off or
midi control change. nuendo 4s apple
remote, like the previous nuendo
remote, can be used to control
nuendo 4. theres also a new vst
control app which can be loaded to
your desktop. theres no reason to
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buy this app, but if you have an apple
remote its worth having. theres also
a new vst control application
available as an update to nuendo 4.
another new feature is the ability to
use a vst control as a master control.
the main purpose of this is to allow
vst plug-ins to control, for example,
the volume. you can always use the
volume faders for this. but if youre a
vst developer, then perhaps you want
to implement some kind of volume
control in your plug-in. this is now
possible by loading the vst control
from nuendo 4, which appears to
work in a similar way to the way
nuendo 2s hotkeys works. you can
then assign the control to a control in
the mixer, and theres a little icon
next to the control that lets you know
whether its being used as a master
control. if it isnt, then you cant assign
any audio track to the control, and it
behaves just like a normal fader.
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software, and dont want to buy it, or
even look at it, you can still get a free

trial. if you have a windows or mac
machine, you can try out the beta

version of nuendo 5, by going to the
nuendo website. you will need to

download a trial version of nuendo 5
to be able to try it out. however, as

there is a lot of change in this
version, theres a good chance that

you wont be able to use it because it
will have changed since the beta
version was made, so i wouldnt
recommend trying out the beta

version of nuendo until youve had a
chance to use the final version.

however, you will be able to try out
the full version of nuendo 5 without
any issues, and you will be able to

use the trial version for a minimum of
14 days, which is the same as the

free trial period for nuendo 4,
although in this case you will have to
pay the per-unit price. you can also

try out the latest version of the
sample editor, which is only available
for windows for now. this is a version
that is tailored to the nuendo sample
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editor, and is meant to replace the
separate fruity version, which is
available for windows and mac.

another feature that makes nuendo 4
easy to use is the new cd-rw and dvd-
rw import functions. this allows you
to drag and drop audio file folders
from your hard disk directly into

nuendo to make a cd or dvd from
those audio files. in addition, you can
import audio files from a cd or dvd in
your hard disk, and these audio files
can then be imported into nuendo.
when you import an audio file, a

nuendo audio file (aiff) is created in
the same folder as the imported
audio file, so you can keep your

audio files in different folders and
have them organized all in the same

project. this is a great feature for
people who work in a project where

they create a track for each
album/cd/dvd and use a single
nuendo project for their entire

project, but even if you dont do this,
its a great way to organize your

audio files. 5ec8ef588b
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